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Travel
extraordinary
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Explore Skukuza
Planning your winter bush safari? Airlink effortlessly connects you directly into the
heart of the African bushveld with convenient direct flights between Johannesburg,
Cape Town and the iconic Skukuza Airport. The airport is unique in providing direct
access to the Greater Kruger and is a gateway to the adjoining luxury private game
lodges and camps, affording you the ability to reconnect with nature in style
experience untouched beaches on Bazaruto and
andand
comfort.

Travel extraordinary

Benguerra, Mozambique, or visit Africa’s wildlife in Chobe,
Airlink
reintroduced
Cape Africa.
Town and Skukuza on 21 June, 2021.
Botswana
or theflights
Sabi between
Sands, South
Choose Airlink for the widest network and choice of flights within southern Africa.
flyairlink.com

@fly_airlink

Fly Airlink

flyairlink.com
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IT’S TIME FOR THE PERFECT BEER

SCAN TO DISCOVER our full range of perfect beers available in 16
countries worldwide. For more information contact nblexport@ol.na
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Magnificent Venues within a "Garden of Eden"

HOLDING PAGE

Droombos is an “out-there” experience situated less than 5 minutes drive from
Windhoek, the Capital of Namibia. Nestled amongst five-hundred-year-old Camel Thorn
trees you will find breathtaking examples of rammed earth structures that house not only
Droombos
luxurious accommodation but also an intimate lounge, library and conference venue.
Our venues are ideal for groups ranging in size from 6 to 400 delegates or guests in
bespoke settings to suit individual requirements or tastes.

Droombos Estate is unique in that it not only provides accommodation and venues but
also offers a host of activities that are tailored to any group’s specific requirements. These
include professionally hosted team-building exercises, e-mountain biking, game drives,
abseiling and nature hikes.
Our friendly staff will take care of all your arrangements, including travel, accommodation,
décor, catering and even Covid testing to ensure a pleasant one-stop experience.
Droombos Estate is situated 30 km from Hosea Kutako International Airport.
Call us for a unique Namibian out-there Experience.

Droombos.com.na, Vineyard.com.na | +264 83 288 8352 | info@droombos.com.na |
22°35’22”S 17°08’29”E Windhoek, Namibia
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Exclusive Leather
www.nakara-namibia.com

MEAT BOARD
HOLDING PAGE

NAKARA SWAKOPMUND
The Arcade
Tel/Fax : +264 64 405 907
NAKARA SHOP WINDHOEK
Independence Ave 131
Gustav Voigts centre
Tel: +264 61 224 209

GRAF DESIGN

NAKARA FACTORY WINDHOEK
3 Solingen Street
Northern Industrial
Tel/Fax + 264 61 429 100
E: Mail info@nakara.na
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Editor's Note
partners, readers will find fantastic offerings in the tourism and
hospitality industries. We are collectively utilising the marketing
presence and reach of SEVERAL industries to promote and market
our tourism and hospitality industries – to ensure that we remain
on the world’s radar screens when the world opens up for travel
and leisure again.

If ever, in human history there was an over-abused excuse not to
innovate, think, attempt something new, revisit old ideas, go read
old scribbles and sketches and notes-to-self, whilst sipping coffee
– Covid 19 takes Gold.
‘Just because an enemy is formidable, it does not make it
super-natural.’

As Africa has been much slower than the rest of the world in
inoculations, it has become crucially important for our tourism
and hospitality industries to maintain our market presence in
traditional markets – lest we disappear off the proverbial radar
completely, and the world’s travellers migrate to new destinations
that are perceived as ‘safer’. Such a migration will take many years
to recover from, and its effect on our hospitality and tourism
industries will be simply devastating.

Look, there is no debate: Covid 19 is one resilient and vindictive
nipper - and with more tricks up its sleeve than a state-capturing
politician. Yet, one of its single most devastating attributes remain
its ability to cause so many of us to literally incapacitate ourselves,
go into full-blown victim mode, information overload, and to
accept defeat and devastation, that – if one thinks clearly – was
not caused by Covid 19 per se, but by the power we give it. Just
because an enemy is formidable, it does not make it super-natural.
There is nary a foe without its own version of an Achilles’ heel…
Covid 19 is no different. It can and will be defeated.

‘….whereby we will use our combined market and media
presence internationally to support, sustain, advertise,
market and grow our local hospitality and tourism industries.’

‘…we realised that there is a way in which we can utilise
Michelangelo’s position and presence in 142 countries to
assist the local hospitality and tourism industries…’

For that reason, Michelangelo, Great Brands Media, Tamasa Fine
Wine Merchants, Flightsite, and our trading partners have initiated
this fantastic project (mainly on AIRLINK’s regional route network)
whereby we will use our combined market and media presence
internationally to support, sustain, advertise, market and grow our
local hospitality and tourism industries.

At Michelangelo we have recently revisited an old project that has
worked wonders in the past. As one of the biggest consolidating
forces in the wine and spirts industry, we realised that there is a way
in which we can utilise Michelangelo’s position and presence in
142 countries to assist the local hospitality and tourism industries.

All that is needed for true evil to prevail, is for good people to do
nothing.
If ever there was a time that truth was relevant, this is it. We are
hugely grateful to all our partners in the wine and spirits industries,
travel and tourism industries, airline, media and marketing
industries for throwing your considerable weight behind this
project.

If award winning wine and spirits – and our media presence
– and that of our partners - can assist the hospitality and
tourism industries – its resurrection and return to health will
in turn again benefit the wine & spirits industries.
In the coming editions of Michelangelo magazine, and on our
Michelangelo and Great Brands Media websites, on millions of
QR enabled Michelangelo medals across the globe, and on the
websites of participating travel agencies, airlines and logistical

Godspeed!
The Michelangelo Team
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ON THE COVER:
Faces And Facets Of Corné
Eksteen
Corné Eksteen's work is best described
as the study of relationships, focusing on
specific aspects of identity.

(See pages 52-56 for the full stoy)
Visit Corné Eksteen website:
www.corneeksteen.com
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As deep as the
Kalahari sand
Hwange National Park is still wild at heart, and one of Africa’s wild wonders

Words and photographs: Nature Guide, Heidi Machts
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and eyes squinting, we stand in awe as hundreds of buffaloes infiltrate our
camp - cutting us off from anything outside, their bellows and the noise of
their hooves is all that is audible. We’re each caught in our own thoughts
- silenced by the deafening noise. We follow the pathfinders and bulls on
the periphery, massive beasts in their prime that lead the herd and fan out
to the outer fringes - the cows and calves remain in the centre, protected
from any potential danger. Drawn into the herd as they pass within a few
metres of us, we witness the youngsters attempting to snatch a drink of
milk from between their mothers’ hind legs, unlike cattle calves that drink
from the flanks – it’s an adaptation to safeguard themselves in the event
of the mothers stampeding from imminent danger, and to avoid them from
being trampled.
The darkness sets in, yet this mega-herd of at least 600 - 800 strong is
still audible as we go to the lounge and later get seated for dinner. Since there
are no fences, we are all accompanied by lodge personnel to our rooms.
The lodge is under maintenance and is fully booked - I had to stay in a
tent in the bush about 40 metres from the main lodge.
During the cool night, the bush is penetrated by the rhythmic roars of
male lions slowly making their way towards us, faithfully following the buffalo
breeding herd.

t Victoria Falls International Airport, our two-week tour commences.
My Land Cruiser is clean, and the luggage of my ten guests fits
snugly into my trailer which is covered with a tarpaulin to keep out
the dust. Fortunately, it’s the end of winter, but the bush still looks as though
it is hibernating.
We arrived late afternoon at our camp just outside Hwange National
Park. Our accommodation is situated along an ancient dry riverbed among
mostly leafless trees, a mere drainage line after the consecutive years of
drought. With an area covered 90% by Kalahari sand - which can be up to
150m deep (1) - the title of a chapter in a book by Gary Haynes comes to
mind and beautifully summarises Hwange: “The Forest with a desert heart”.
As soon as we’re settled in, it’s time for orientation and the customary
sundowner at the main lodge. The nervous excitement can be sensed – it’s
the first African experience for most of the guests, but a round of Windhoek
Lagers keeps the spirits high.
A reddish colour taints the afternoon sky and, just before sunset, a
sinister distant rumble becomes audible. The dust acts as a filter to create a
magical red hue around the sun. We followed the pathway to a lookout point
and we’re slowly drawn into and submerged in the spectacle that unfolds
before our eyes. With pieces of our clothing pulled up over our mouths
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The northern forests and swamps led to the formation of Hwange’s rich
coal resources, which are as much a blessing as a curse, and led to recent
controversies with regards to exploration rights within the National Park
allocated to two Chinese firms (5). These were eventually withdrawn by the
government in September 2020. (6)
One of Hwange’s (roughly 14 600km2) main issues has always been
reliable water sources. There are only three seasonal river courses and the
natural pans eventually run dry - this necessitated artificial waterholes, the
first of which was started by Ted Davison in 1935. Today, roughly 40% -50%
of the Park’s water resources are supplemented, especially during the dry
winter months.
This supplementation led to the steady increase of animals and
elephants (in particular) within the park, as they rely heavily on these
water sources during winter. During summer they often migrate to the
neighbouring countries, thanks to the Kavango-Zambezi trans-frontier
conservation area that allows free movement of animals between national
borders. It’s a tightrope, as the large numbers of elephant in winter could also
be damaging to the environment, but then again, relieves the stress on the
natural, but very populated Chobe and Linyanti areas. The KAZA-area that
stretches over five countries, has been estimated to be home to about 200
000 elephants. (7)
Hwange faced adversities such as the cyanide poisoning by ivory
poachers in 2013, rhino poaching, the continual snares for bush meat,

We have an early morning game drive planned, and should meet one
another before sunrise for coffee and rusks. Just before sunrise, the last roars
were right within our camp. Concerned for the safety of my guests, I light
the area with my torch from within my tent - there are no eyes reflecting the
light. Without cell phone reception, it’s tough to communicate with anybody.
Backpack on my back, knife, and pepper spray at hand - it is pitch dark
other than my torch - I stop every few metres to assess my surroundings.
Utterly relieved at having made it to the main lodge without seeing a feline or
buffalo, the owner arrives at the same time. We call loudly to tell everybody
to remain within their accommodation - we will fetch them by vehicle.
It was freezing cold, and our jackets still felt inferior. The blankets were a
welcome relief, but coffee would be even better.
There is nothing but the tell-tale tracks to tell the story of our excitement
yesterday.
This area was initially occupied by the San, then the Nhanzwa and their
chief, after whom the park was named (2). It was also the former hunting
grounds of the Matabele King, Mzilikazi.
The limited water resources and poor soil quality made the area
unsuitable for agricultural purposes, and led to the establishment of the
Wankie Game Reserve in 1928. Today, it’s a National Park incorporating other
reserves and the Robins Game Sanctuary (3), and boasts a wide diversity
of over 100 mammal species, prolific birdlife of over 400 species, and more
than 1000 floral species. (4)
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The Namib Desert Horse population is the only herd of feral horses in the whole of
Africa, and its group size ranges from somewhere between 90 and 150 individuals.

clashes with hunting concessions (for example, Cecil the lion) and mines,
increasing animal-human conflict and a shortage of funds to manage the
National Park successfully.
Non-profit trusts such as Friends of Hwange Trust and Bhejane Trust
as well as other NGOs - working along with the Wildlife Authority - play an
important role in sustaining the existence of the park for future generations.
Incentives such as the Painted Dog Conservation (founded in 1992),
just outside Hwange National Park are doing exceptional work in protecting
and ensuring the survival of the African Wild Dogs of which there are less
than 7000 individuals left. More than 60 people in the local villages have
been employed to assist in the conservation, outreach - and educational
programmes. Their anti-poaching units are invaluable for collecting snares
that have been left behind by poachers (mostly set for bush meat), but have
taken the lives of many of these dogs. (8)
Recent stories include the successful relocation effort of nine wild dogs
which caused human-wildlife conflict in the Hwange-area and were sent to
Chikwenya at Mana Pools. (9)
It is exciting to see non-profit organisations/partners (like Wilderness
Wildlife Trust) get involved in conservation efforts and help fund them, as
in this case. (10)
Taking in the bliss of sitting next to a waterhole and watching the
various birds and game come to drink, without being crowded by other
vehicles, is pure joy. Sightings of the less common animals such as roan and
sable antelope are always special, while kudus, impalas, warthogs, giraffe,
and elephants are abundant around the waterholes. We briefly caught a
sight of a cheetah, and the following day, saw the full stomachs (all that was
visible above the grass) of a small pride of lions. According to the 2020 game
count, their population shows a steady growth over the last few years and
122 individuals were counted, also about 19 000 elephants. (1)
Private lodges within the park offer ‘once-in-a-lifetime experiences’ in
remote settings of the park, and the feeling of being one with nature.
Diverse, resilient, and still worth fighting for after more than 90 years Hwange remains a special place to those who have had the privilege to
experience it.

References:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Hwange Game Count 2020, https://wezmat.org/game-counts/
https://www.mackair.co.bw/experience-it-hwange-national-park/
http://rhodesianheritage.blogspot.com/2010/12/wankie-nationalpark-southern-rhodesia.html
https://friendsofhwange.com/history/
https://www.zimlive.com/2020/09/07/hwange-national-park-coalmining-concessions-challenged-in-court/
https://www.miningmx.com/news/energy/43610-zimbabwe-bansmining-in-national-parks-after-hwange-coal-drilling-uproar/
https://friendsofhwange.com/elephants-water-and-droughts-inhnp/
https://www.painteddog.org/who-we-are
http://www.wildzambezi.com/articles/2019/10/20/wild-dogssettle-into-new-home-at-chikwenya
https://www.bushtracksafrica.com/single-post/non-proﬁtsupports-wild-dogs-in-mana-pools-zimbabwe

Who is Heidi Machts?
I studied BCom Tourism
Management, worked as a field
guide in two reserves, and am
now a Tourist/Culture Guide
accompanying German groups in
Southern Africa.

I’m a South African of Namibian-born parents, and since I can recall, I’ve been
a great admirer of Africa. There was no question what I would do for a living
- guiding in the bush, learning more about the animals and flora, and sharing
my passion with others. These dreams were augmented by my interest in
various cultures, curiosity to explore, and sense of adventure. I accompanied
various groups on their travels through Southern Africa, hiking up mountains,
watching hippos from a makoro, and even once, a tour as driver-guide,
driving about 12 500km through seven countries over seven weeks. Come
explore the beauty, history and culture of these amazing places with me.
Contact: heidim1986@icloud.com
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SR. SANDRA SNYMAN

CHOOSE TO VACCINATE.
PROTECT TOMORROW.
Vaccines developed by the world’s top scientists are safe,
will protect you and others from complications from Covid-19,
and will help build community immunity. Taking the vaccine
gives us a better chance to beat Covid-19 together.
LEARN MORE ABOUT THE VACCINE: VISIT OLDMUTUAL.COM.NA/VACCINATION

DO GREAT THINGS EVERY DAY
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Breedekloof
Wine Valley
Just an hour from Cape Town, and it has SO much more to offer than just glorious wines…you’ll want to
stay overnight. The wide range of terroirs ensures a superlative range of wines, many of them awardwinning, time after time
Edited by: Anne Schauffer
Photographs by: Breedekloof Wine Valley
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Botha Wine Cellar - Established in 1949 as a grower member initiative,
Botha Wine Cellar produces wine for bulk sales as well as its own red and
white wines, including a reserve and full sweet fortified range. Its first harvest
came in before the building of the cellar was even completed and produced
3 386 tons – a distant memory compared to the figure achieved in 2017 of
over 42 000 tons. Many upgrades have helped it on its way, with only five
people having taken the helm since it launched.
bothakelder.co.za

ew would argue, the Breedekloof Wine Valley is one of the country’s
most exquisite, dramatic and picturesque landscapes. With a wide
range of terroirs, from mountains to river banks, there’s a diverse
range of cultivars planted, which means a perfect range of award-winning
wines – you’ll also find craft gin and craft beer. The Breedekloof Wine Valley
includes the areas of Rawsonville, Slanghoek, Goudini and Breede River, and
you’ll fall upon little boutique cellars as well as vast estates…but among all
that, you’ll find eateries that’ll steal your heart. For starters, try the Bergsig
Bistro, the Bistro at Jason's, the impressive new Bosjes development, the
Opstal Restaurant or Slanghoek Mountain Resort Restaurant & Deli. Bistros
and restaurants on and off the wine estates add so much to the experience,
as does the biking, hiking, birding and fly-fishing. The dramatic mountain
views, fresh air, hot springs, stunning fynbos, sparkling rivers and sensational
scenery all round, is a massive drawcard for those in the know.
Local accommodation ranges from camping and caravan sites, to selfcatering chalets, B&Bs and luxurious guesthouses. Most are situated among
vineyards, on the banks of the Breede River, or surrounded by fynbos in the
mountains. You’ll be spoilt for choice! PS. Visit the Goudini Spa hot water
holiday resort, and let the warm mineral baths soothe and relax you.
Breedekloof is a valley of slow-ripening vines, home to farming families
with a long tradition, some reaching back over many centuries. Head out for
an hour’s drive on the N1…and you’ll be welcomed into the Breedekloof Wine
Valley.

Badsberg Cellar - The winery was established in 1951, one of many
co-operatives that arose at the time. Situated near Rawsonville alongside
the mountain that gives the cellar its name, it receives fruit from some 20
grape producer members. A quarter of the vineyards comprise red varieties.
Badsberg uses modern cellar equipment to produce a broad range of wines,
including sparkling wine, port and a Hanepoot Jerepigo for which the valley
has a long tradition. All wines can be tasted at the in-house wine tasting
centre.
badsberg.co.za
Deetlefs Wines (Pty) Ltd - Established in 1822, Deetlefs is the 2nd
oldest wine estate in South Africa, under ownership of the same family,
and will celebrate 200 years of existence in 2022! The Estate borders the
Smalblaar River at the foot of the Du Toitskloof Mountains.
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tradition, establishing the private cellar. The name Kirabo has African origins
and means 'gift'. In 2014, the brewery called BroersBrew was added to the
mix, along with the eatery, tractor rides and a series of hiking trails.
kiraboprivatecellar.com

Age-old family traditions passed through the generations and an
intimate knowledge of every facet of this estate can be experienced in
their handcrafted, classic styled wines. The ranges include Deetlefs Familie,
Deetlefs Estate and Stonecross and, today, more than 70% of the wine
production is exported, taking Deetlefs to all corners of the globe. The
Deetlefs group also has its own laboratory and bottling plant.
deetlefs.com

Lateganskop - Lateganskop Cellar was built in 1969 by Willem Hendrik
Lategan. Before this, wine was made on the individual farms in smaller
cellars and sold from there, but a bigger facility was needed. Willem Hendrik,
together with sons Bennie, Joubert and Jakobus, started Lateganskop Cellar.
Today, the farm is managed by Heinrich Lategan, who also undertakes the
wine-making. It produces four wines – Twin's Peak, The Zahir, 102 and Livia's
Laughter - each named for a story related to farm and family.
lateganskop.co.za

Jason’s Hill - Jason’s Hill is set in the heart of the Slanghoek Valley.
Today, Ivy Du Toit - one of South Africa’s female winemakers - and her family
- are keeping alive the tradition of vine growing and winemaking started
by their Du Toit ancestors in 1844. Ivy was awarded Diner’s Club Young
Winemaker of the Year in 2003 and Landbou Weekblad Woman Winemaker
of the Year in 2004. Her wines have continued to receive awards regularly.
Jason’s Hill has a sensational mountain hiking trail of 6,6km with, in
winter, two glorious waterfalls and a running stream. It’s not an easy route,
and the four- hour trail is to be tackled with caution – registration at reception
is obligatory.
For a small fee, Jason’s Hill tasting room allows tasting of all their awardwinning wines. In addition, there’s their legendary cheese platter - a variety
of cheeses, pestos, meat and seasonal fruits - just perfect as accompaniment
to their wines.
jasonshill.co.za

Merwida - The Van Der Merwe family - 7th generation family vintners
- has been growing grapes and making wine since 1844. Their history runs
deep in these ancient floodplains and they’ve become pioneers in their
field. The generational love shared for grape growing by cousins Schalk and
Pierre has led to the success of Merwida Winery. The Van Der Merwe family
originated from Dordrecht in the Netherlands, their ancestors residing in a
medieval castle built between 1307 and 1335, Huis Te Merwede on the
Merwede River.
In 1844, Willem Petrus van der Merwe, forefather of current owners, laid
down family roots in the Valley’s fertile soils. Merwida’s vineyards lay next
to the Breede River, remarkably similar to that of the Dutch Merwede River.
The blue line on the capsule of the Merwida wine range pays
homage to this.
Schalk and Pierre pride themselves on farming sustainably, and Merwida

Kirabo Cellar - Kirabo borders the Brandvlei Nature Reserve in
Rawsonville. The Le Roux family is the sixth generation to farm this land
- Oupa Piet made wine in the 1950s, but it was only in 2002 that his
descendant, Pieter - together with his wife Karen – chose to return to the
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Before the Industrial Revolution, the principal sources of noise were thunder, church
bells and cannon fire. (Now fake news? –Ed.)

French oak barrels – a small portion being new wood each year.
olifantsberg.com

is 100 percent Fairtrade accredited. There is also a strong emphasis on
conservation - Schalk and Pierre share a passion for preserving the incredible
freshwater jewel, the 600 hectare Papenkuils Wetland, the largest intact
and undisturbed wetland in the Western Cape. It is home to over 120 plant
species and most importantly the endangered Breede Aluvium Fynbos.
In 2020, Huis Te Merwede – one of the two original Merwida
homesteads, opened. It houses a stylishly atmospheric wine-tasting area
where Merwida’s range of terroir-driven wines can be experienced, a tearoom and a conference facility. The venue is also available for small functions.
merwida.com

Opstal Family Estate - Opstal Estate’s history dates back to 1847
when JC Rossouw acquired the farm De Opstal bij de Fonteine. Just over
a century later, 4th generation Carl Everson decided to continue making his
own wine instead of joining the local co-operative winery. At the foot of the
Slanghoek Mountains in the Breedekloof district, the seventh-generation
family-run Opstal Estate comprises 100ha of vines spread over a variety of
slopes and soil types. The Louw family owns and manages the property,
with sixth-generation Stanley and Ria Louw supported by their sons Attie,
the winemaker, and Zak as production manager. It has a superb restaurant,
wonderful accommodation, and hosts weddings and conferences.
opstal.co.za

Mountain Ridge Wines - With a tank capacity of some nine million
litres, Mountain Ridge (previously Romansrivier) is a bulk wine specialist
established in 1949. Grapes are sourced from across South Africa's wine
regions and transported to the winery near Wolseley. Its own ranges include
the easy-drinking De Liefde; the flagship Romansrivier; the mid-tier Mountain
Ridge; and, Jail Break. Mountain Ridge rents out space for functions.
mountainridge.co.za

Bergsig - Peaks of the Drakenstein and Hex River Mountains surround
the aptly named Bergsig Estate, which prides itself on the conditions that
ensure slow ripening of fruit. The mountain snow and ravines are the farm's
year-round source of water while the landscape not only funnels cool air ideal
for the vines but provides ancient soils in which they grow, too. Environmentally
friendly practices are a keen focus of this over 437ha property, an estate that
has been in the Lategan family for seven generations, since 1843.
Part of the Bergsig mix is a bistro and deli, and their legendary wine
pairings in the Cellar are well worth travelling for! The stylishly decorated
Bistro offers delicious fare in a relaxed environment, and the Deli stocks
local preserves, dried fruit, cookies, rusks, cooking oils, spices, and more!
Bergsig has their Balcony Room conference facility, which accommodates
up to 36 guests - functions or special occasions can be catered for by prior
arrangement.
bergsig.co.za

Olifantsberg Family Vineyards - The 95ha Olifantsberg wine farm
is situated on the rocky slopes of the Olifantsberg Mountain overlooking
the Breedekloof valley. It was acquired by Dutch couple Paul and Corine
Leeuwerik in the early 2000s. The vineyards endure substantial diurnal
temperature swings and strong winds at altitudes ranging from 250m to
450m above sea level. During winter, the mountain peaks are covered in
snow, keeping the vines dormant for longer and in summer the constant
winds have a cooling effect on the vines. This helps to ensure slow ripening
of the grapes. Olifantsberg always aims to have a natural approach and
minimal intervention throughout the lifetime of the wines. Traditional oak
casks, oval foudres and egg shaped vessels are used alongside trusted
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Destination
desert
When an offer you can't refuse, a lull in the pandemic, and a latent dream collide, let serendipity carry you away.
That’s what Jeremy and Victoria Hathorn did, as they headed to Namibia

Words and photographs by Victoria Hathorn
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By the morning, when Jeremy woke up, it was decided. We were off to
Sossusvlei in mid-April and our booking was in the hands of the wonderful
Anika from andBeyond.
We flew to Windhoek and from there, chose the self-drive option,
via Rehoboth, Spreetshoogte Pass, Solitaire and Sesriem. Driving directly
south, the 90km of tar from Windhoek to Rehoboth is replaced by excellent
wide gravel (dust) roads. One then enters the dry region and is struck by
vast stretches of unspoilt landscape and the absence of people. The last
comprehensive population census was undertaken in 2011, but current
estimates are around 2.5 million people living mainly in Windhoek and the
better-watered north.
The highlight of the drive to our destination was undoubtedly
Spreetshoogte Pass with panoramic views of sparsely vegetated desert
plains as far as the eye could see, and layers of mountains in fading shades
of blue, with no interference by man.
While driving, we became aware of large insects on the road, which
would have been at home in the South African science fiction film, “District
9”. About five centimetres in length, a wingless creature, it is perfectly suited
to desert life with long, articulated legs and pronounced feet, keeping it
raised from the heat, cartoon-style. Jeremy tried in vain not to squash these
oversized armoured ground (or bush) crickets while driving, only to learn that
in autumn, when populations are at their highest, they wander across roads

here is an evocative image of a red sand dune somewhere in Namibia,
sunshine on one side, deep shade on the other, a curved line at the
summit and a dead tree at the base. Covid notwithstanding, and we
were post second wave, it was the time in our lives to travel somewhere
significant.
From an architectural perspective, The Basilica de la Sagrada Familia
was high on my bucket list, having first heard of Antoni Gaudi while gate
crashing lectures in architecture at university. Given the pandemic, Europe
was out of our reach and yet somehow, nature’s call was more powerful
anyway. With the collective anxiety about our planet, a different kind of
sanctuary was needed.
One night in February, in the very early hours of the morning, I couldn’t
sleep and came across a mesmerising video of Sossusvlei Desert Lodge.
Everything about this short film appealed, from the scenery, the photography,
the architecture, the music and yes, the luxury. But the beauty of the
landscapes, the colours and the sense of peace were the most magnetic
elements.
The video led me to a website and soon I was chatting to someone
online. At 3.06 am I said:
“You’re also up early.”
“I’m actually based in Singapore. I will be covering the Asia hours. And
later on, my colleagues in South Africa will continue to service any enquiries.”
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Before the Industrial Revolution, the principal sources of noise were thunder, church
bells and cannon fire. (Now fake news? –Ed.)

one preferred, as well as open vehicles, masks were not always necessary,
although the staff wore them at all times.
We were awakened at 5.15 on the first day, by arrangement, and driven
to Sossusvlei, a distance of around 70 kilometres. As the sun rose (perfect
timing on the part of Tinashe) it turned the dunes into a deep rust colour.
Simultaneously, a herd of oryx struck a pose against the grass, stones and
sand. It was indeed a photographer’s paradise. One could hardly go wrong.
As we passed the famous Dune 45, we took pictures on the trot, driving
now through desert sand, on our way to Deadvlei and Big Daddy dune. The
brave among us, a young couple and Tinashe, climbed the enormous dune
which rises about 325 metres (1066ft) above Deadvlei. We walked straight
to Deadvlei, an eerie and beautiful spot which takes you back centuries. The
vlei (in this case a dry pan) consists of white clay with the dark skeletons
of dead thorn trees, said to be 900 years old, rising from the white earth.
We had a reflective time finding creative angles to photograph this unique
landscape and admiring the oldest desert in the world. The trees are not
fossilised; they died when the Tsauchab River dried up hundreds of years
ago and have not decomposed due to the dryness of the climate. The
camera seemed attracted to these contrasting colours, the layers of rusted
iron oxide creating the reddish hue of the dunes.
A warm welcome with homemade lemonade and a cold wet facecloth
held out in front of a happy smile greets you on your return to the lodge.
Given the heat in the middle of the day, despite it being autumn, a siesta or
swim are called for, before setting off again, ahead of the rosy glow of sunset.
A visit to the living dunes takes place not far from the lodge. The idea
is to discover, via all-terrain vehicles, what wildlife the dunes house. We
rode the quad bikes along tracks in the cool morning air and Tinashe was at
pains to stand up on the footplates of his vehicle and look ahead, in order
to preserve any creature which might be in our path. We stopped for the
smallest insects, most of which occur uniquely in this desert, from the dune
ant, the Namibian desert beetle to lizards and animals in their natural habitat.
Tinashe explained their unique survival tactics. Besides the carefree thrill of
the ride, the sight of these tiny creatures and the ploys used for their survival
in this harsh and unforgiving environment could not have felt more removed
from our everyday urban lives. Similarly, a short trip to the petrified dunes that
evening transported us back to a primeval era and revealed further secrets of
the desert, such as the fairy rings which continue to mystify scientists.
We were astonished to witness two dramatic storms sweep across the
plain in front of our room and watch the comical survival tactics of three
ostriches, which first attempted to outrun the rain – they seemed unused to
it – and then sat down in unison, trying to bury their heads in the sand…the
hard soil and small rocks preventing them from doing so. During and after
these downpours, we chased and photographed multiple rainbows in the
most beautiful settings.
This was a trip that filled all the senses and as such, it rates as one of the
best we have experienced. We were spoilt both by nature and our hosts and
were left with the feeling that there was no going back to the prosaic. Namibia
had raised the bar.

and when crushed by traffic, the others pour onto the roads and become
cannibalistic, preying upon erstwhile associates, only to become part of the
meal a short while later.
But let this strange phenomenon not distract travellers heading for
the real prize which is the stark beauty and the unique colour palette of
this desert area. Hundreds of kilometres of fences have been taken down
between reserves to allow the animals to roam freely, so one park flows
seamlessly into the next. Even coming from South Africa and being used to
wide open spaces, Namibia redefines expanse in a way that Kenya does.
Arriving at Sossusvlei Desert Lodge, we were impressed by the
architecturally striking reception building, with rusted metal elements which
are both at one with the surrounding landscape and yet project upwards like
a giant creature about to walk across the plain. It is cleverly and imaginatively
designed and the net result is one of harmony and synthesis: a collection of
structures settled comfortably into the hillside, allowing us to sit next to our
own private pool with toes touching the desert alongside.
The welcome and hospitality at the lodge are unparalleled. Perhaps the
pandemic had created in the staff an increased feeling of gratitude towards
the visitors who had made the detour to come and stay at this beautiful, yet
distant and isolated place. They were attentive, yet never intrusive.
Our charming and knowledgeable guide, Tinashe, with one of the
managers, Norman, planned a three day itinerary of activities, tailormade to
our wishes. All Covid protocols were in place, but with meals out of doors if
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NAMIBIA
Gondwana Lifestyle – Have A Story To Tell
“Ever poised on that cusp between past and future, we tie
memories to souvenirs like string to trees along life’s path,
marking the trail in case we lose ourselves.”

Susan Lendroth

M

any travellers delight in rounding
off new experiences and newfound
character with something tangible
to cherish the memories from lands far
away that stirred something in them
forever. Souvenirs mark the trail, to remind
us of past journeys.

If you pick the right souvenir shopping
spots in Namibia, you’ll hardly ever find
a “made in China” sticker. Anyone who
has stepped foot into a curio shop at a
Gondwana lodge will know that the carefully
curated cornucopia of items for sale are all
meaningful. Nothing is random. Nothing
is left unthought of. In true Gondwana
fashion, everything has a Namibian story
to tell.

I’m very picky and particular when it comes
to souvenir shopping. As a minimalist
traveller at heart, mass-produced souvenirs
don’t fit into my travel ethos at all. First off,
the best souvenir is something with deeprooted local origins, ethically made and
locally sourced and produced, that evokes
memories from a given journey. Ever
flipped around, let’s say a mini Eiffel tower,
to see the price when you spot a sneaky
“made in China” sticker?
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It all starts with the sourcing process
that ties in with Gondwana’s core
values – sustainability, environmental
consciousness, cultural expression, and
conservation of our social, wildlife and
cultural heritage. Each of Gondwana’s
accommodation establishments all over
the country houses a unique product range
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that dovetails each lodge’s distinctive
character. The different product ranges,
just like the lodges, are inspired by and
reflects our beautiful Namibia, her people,
flora and fauna.

THE NARRATIVE NAMIBIA
ONLINE STORE
In an effort to become master surfers
on top of the global pandemic wave, we
hustled to get our above-mentioned stores
online and aptly called it “The Narrative
Namibia”. By reaching beyond borders and
bringing Namibia to the global community,
we are simultaneously able to offer a
broader marketplace to our loyal crafters
and producers. The desire to help them
continue generating income, brought
Gondwana Collection Namibia’s official
online store to life. Just like booking our
Gondwana accommodation and services,
it is 100% safe to order online from us!
It isn’t hard to find talent in this country
– it is as abundant as our sunshine.
Each craftsman’s and creator’s story is
intertwined with ours, and we thus stand
by our credo: “You can only be successful
if you make others successful”. It will
continuously be echoed in everything we
do... whether in the hollows of the Fish
River Canyon or on top of Brandberg
or in the swells of the Atlantic or in
massive expanses of sand in the Namib
Desert. These echoes reach all the way to
international guests who yearn to hold on
to something tangible from their previous
life-altering experiences in Namibia.
Amongst Namibia’s bottomless reservoir
of talent are: quality leather products by
Fimbi, jewellery and all sorts of crafts by
Tameka, the famous Gweri socks with all
kinds of fun designs, colourful toys and
more by Little Bugs, beautiful embroidered
artistry by Penduka, and so much more.
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If you have ever purchased a piece of
stylish clothing at a Gondwana shop, you’ll
be enthralled to know that soon you will
also be able to strut Gondwana active wear
to the gym, or Klein-Aus Vista or Kalahari
Anib Lodge, or the grocery store... We
collaborated with KAT Active operated
by a husband-wife duo living in Windhoek.
Founded in 2019, the company works with
local suppliers and producers, and employs
staff from Namibia to offer top quality at
the best prices.

Dear international friends, we miss you! We
hope you get to enjoy a piece of Namibia
ordered online from the safety of your
home, and delivered to your doorstep. We
will continue sharing our stories. Until we
see you again!

WIN WITH THE NARRATIVE
NAMIBIA
Purchase items for more than N$ 500.00 on
The Narrative Namibia and qualify to stand a
chance to win a Narrative Namibia hamper,
valued at N$ 1155.00 and one Gondwana
Collection Namibia voucher, two nights
for two people including breakfast and one
activity at Namib Desert Lodge. Once you
have made your purchase email your order
confirmation to competition@gondwanacollection.com and we’ll respond with the
T&C’s.

On the cusp between past and future, a
souvenir can tell a thousand stories. It is
a reminder of the journey – the good, the
tough and the things that make you want
to go back for more. But also, it morphed
you into the person that you currently are.
Journeys shape and chisel us in ways we
don’t always expect or even realise until
we perhaps pick up a souvenir that brings
back unforgettable memories that we get
to indulge in.

The Narrative Namibia submissions are
valid from 1-31 July 2021.
One lucky winner will be announced on 5
August 2021.

When travelling, leave nothing but
footprints. Take nothing but memories...
and a souvenir from one of our shops or
our online store.

Winner is determined by lucky draw.

Discover the Art of
Storytelling.

Article: Annelien Murray
Layout: Daniela Diekmann
Photos: Marlene Orffer & Alta Strydom
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The Forex Desk
A central point of contact for all
your Foreign Exchange needs

The Forex Desk is a dedicated platform for our clients where they can streamline
efficiency and value for their money.

Utilise The Forex Desk for:
• Assistance in booking deals on the Forex Online Platform
• Ordering and purchasing of foreign currency to pick up at a branch of your choice
(selected branches only)
• Assistance in foreign exchange online errors
• Provision of foreign exchange support for branches
• Assistance with online payments
• Opening of a Global Account

For more information:

WEATHERMEN & CO

Contact us on 061 299 8668 or email forexdesk@rmb.com.na
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What can
you become?
Words: Mari de Klerk
Illustration: Freepik.com
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experience birth and death, and we orientate ourselves, our hopes,
dreams and relationships ‘in time’.
These three perspectives are important to consider when assessing
our own quality of Life. Our minds take a snapshot of a significant
moment, and we subconsciously compare our reality to the mental image
we have of ‘how things should be’. As we update our mental image in
line with the change taking place on all these levels and we allow the
changes without resistance, we generally experience Life as good. The
opposite is also true: by holding onto the initial mental image and not
updating it, our various bodies resist Life happening. This means that
our idea of Life is fixed and we resist the natural progression or evolution
of Life. Unfortunately, our old mental image becomes outdated and far
removed from what is really happening in Life. The further removed our
idea is from reality, the more problems all our bodies experience.
All of us have the ability to look inside and see what works and what
doesn’t – even if doing so is painful. I tell you this, once you have faced
those painful aspects of yourself and are willing to update your ideas
about self and others, we restore flow. Think of a river that was blocked
and the water became stale. Such water is a waste, because it doesn’t
mean much. It doesn’t support Life. As soon as the obstacles in the river
are cleared, the stale water can once again flow and make space for
fresh, Life sustaining water to move. Water is Life!
So, what can you become? You can also become living water. You
can sustain Life and give Life, you can wash away debris and dirt. You
can give hope. You can become renewed and reverend.
To become the river of Life, your highest calling, you only have to
answer one question: “Are you willing?”

umans inherently know that they are constantly changing. Just
as Life is constantly changing.
Yet, interestingly, most people are afraid of change! They
sit and wait in their familiar spaces and relationships, imagining that
everything stays the same. This imagined stagnation brings the illusion
of comfort and control – ‘safe’ human thoughts.
Let’s look at this illusion from a few unique perspectives:
Firstly, it is impossible for anything not to change. Just looking at
the individual, we have physical bodies that grow and age, we have
mental bodies that hopefully develop more integrated and abstract
thinking, growing in complexity, and we have emotional bodies that also
develop in complexity and maturity. We also have a spiritual body that
goes through developmental stages to reach maturity, we have relational
bodies, dream bodies and bodies of hope.
Secondly, let’s look at our spaces. Our spaces are in constant flux
with our environments and others. Whatever and whoever we allow
in our spaces, contribute to our experience of all our personal bodies
as mentioned above. Start very near you and look at the clothes you
are wearing, the room you are in, the people, animals and plants near
you. Think of the food you eat. Think about the conversations you have,
the trust/distrust your environment causes, the thoughts and feelings of
purpose, belonging, love and compassion you feel. Our spaces change
the whole time because we are alive and have agency. We move around,
share our stories, and enter other people’s spaces too.
Thirdly, we have the illusion of time moving in a specific direction.
It doesn’t really matter if time is real or not, what does matter is the
personal experience of time: we see ourselves and others age; we

To become the river of Life,
your highest calling, you only
have to answer one question:
“Are you willing?”

To share more of these ideas and get your
feedback, I would enjoy hearing from you:
mari@greatbrandsmedia.com
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The Safari Susters –
girls only, to Namibia
These susters are doing it for themselves, and they have Covid to thank for
their new burst of entrepreneurship! Head to Namibia with the Safari Susters,
specialists in adventure tours for women

Edited by: Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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This tour aims to showcase the prime jewels of Namibia: “Our goal
is to encourage women to get out there and explore the wonders of
nature in a safe and secure environment, so our tours are perfect for solo
travellers or girlfriend trips,” says Nerise. With their extensive knowledge
and experience throughout southern Africa, their boundless energy and
mission to showcase not only familiar landmarks but secret gems of their
destinations, the guests are guaranteed to have a fun time.
This Namibian tour captures the essence of this country, so rich in
biodiversity, culture and magnificent vistas. Travelling in their luxurious
Transporter bus in an intimate group of six guests, it’s enjoying Namibia
in an unusual way, yet in style. These are camping trips, but with a
difference. In between camping, accommodation is in comfortable
chalets – “we all like to freshen up every now and then,” laughs Nerise.
However, the campsites are the highlights as you are immersed in nature
under the wide African sky.

he Safari Susters was started by sisters Nerise and Mariska
when they realised they make a mean team in creating a special
experience for people in the outdoors. Nerise is a qualified field
guide (and photographer) with over 10 years’ experience, and Mariska
(passionate foodie and videographer) has travelled extensively. They’ve
each, in their own way, sought out the best places to eat and stay, and it
was clear this was a recipe for a good time! Due to Covid-19, Nerise had
to move on from a prestigious lodge in the Greater Kruger, and Mariska
returned to South Africa after living abroad. The timing was perfect
for them, as it’s long been a dream to start their own travel company
together. The sisters have exacting standards, and each place and
activity is fully scouted to ensure a truly memorable experience. Their
passion is to show the wonders of Africa to other women and empower
them to travel there. It’s working, as those who’ve been exploring with
them, can testify to.
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The summit of Mount Everest is approximately the size of two Ping-Pong tables.

Think slow-cooked potjies and freshly baked bread, spatchcock
chickens over the fire with wholesome middle eastern salads for dinner,
and a steaming cup of coffee in the morning when you emerge from
your tent. All camping equipment is available to rent through the Safari
Susters, the tents are roomy with stretchers and comfortable mattresses.
Each guest brings their own bedding. The sisters will help you to set up
camp swiftly, unfold your chair, and make sure you have a glass of wine
in hand to catch the sun set. They will be your cooks…all you need to do
is sit down for dinner and enjoy the fireside company.
The tour kicks off in the Tiras Mountains in southern Namibia, where
you are surrounded by the red granite boulders: “You’ll start to feel reality
subsiding, as you enter a wondrous world of endless landscapes. From
here on, you’ll experience the well-known Sossusvlei area, an absolute
highlight of the tour! You’ll see the ancient petrified trees in Deadvlei and
climb dunes if you are up for it, some over 300m high! You’ll eat apple
pie in the middle of nowhere, explore the coastal town of Swakopmund,
bathe in the shadows of the gigantic boulders at Spitzkoppe, and view
game in the prestigious Etosha Pan National Park,” describes Mariska.
This Namibia tour with the Safari Susters is all about long dinners
next to the fire at night with only millions of stars above you, coffee stops
next to the road in the middle of nowhere prepared by the sisters, and
forming new friendships in a relaxed environment. It’s the perfect trip for
those solo-ists or friends who want to explore unchartered territory, but
prefer to do it in good company. “We believe women can go where ever
their hearts desire, and have some luxuries and good food while doing
it,” say the Safari Susters. You’ll also laugh a lot…which is a big deal on
an adventure!

CONTACT:
www.safarisusters.com
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Cape Sidecar
Adventure
If you fancy a little bit on the side, you’ll love taking your place in a sidecar and
heading off on a Cape Sidecar Adventure…how about the winelands?

Edited by: Anne Schauffer
Photographs: supplied
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men and women, who love biking. The entire operation is headed up
by owner Tim, and has been around for 15 years. It’s a very professional
operation, run by those in the know, with no fewer than 40 sidecars in
the fleet.
Each sidecar carries the driver plus one or two passengers – one
passenger in the sidecar, the other behind the driver. Some bikes now
carry the driver plus up to three passengers. The rates are on a ‘per
sidecar’ basis and include the sidecar, driver, fuel, insurances, and use of
all their riding gear such as leather jackets, helmets and goggles. You’ll
be given a complimentary bandana! Comfortable clothes and closed
footwear recommended.
Cape Sidecar Adventures offers a range of different itineraries, from
a two hour ride trip which takes in the best of Cape Town – there’s a
selection of routes including the sights and sounds of the city as well as
the surrounding attractions of Signal Hill, Atlantic Seaboard, Camps Bay,
Chapmans Peak Drive and Bloubergstrand on the West Coast.

inelands for a day? No problem. Jump into the sidecar at a
designated pick- up spot, and let your ‘driver’ head you out
to the winelands via the N1 highway. You’ll feel the wind
in your hair…as you arrive at your first stop - The Spice Route in the
Paarl district. Indulge in a taste of everything from beer and chocolate,
artisanal cheese and more, then pop over to Fairview Wine Estate for a
gorgeous goats’ cheese platter and glass of wine. You’re not driving, so
relax – the day is yours.
The journey unfolds with stops at Franschhoek, Boschendal for
lunch, and over Helshoogte pass – want to stop off at Delaire? From
there, explore Stellenbosch on wheels. The afternoon winds down with
a wonderful welcome stop off at Van Rhyns Brandy Distillery for a little
brandy and chocolate pairing, then back to Cape Town via the N2.
That’s the standard eight-hour Winelands itinerary, but you could do
it differently if you prefer. Just custom make your own – chat to them.
Cape Sidecar Adventures have numerous highly skilled drivers,
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Countdown to the end of Oil: +/- 15, 300 Days to the end of oil (~42 years)
If consumed at current rates.

There’s a half day/four hour option, which can be customised
to suit your tastes – it takes in the sights and sounds of the city and
surrounding areas, as well as a visit to the False Bay side of the Peninsula
via Chapmans Peak Drive to enjoy some wine tasting in Constantia and a
traditional fish and chips lunch at one of the picturesque harbour towns.
The three full day trips are to the Cape Peninsula, the Winelands, or
to Betty’s Bay.
Tim suggests a moderate fitness level, and they’re disabled friendly.
The team are very amenable to suggestions and alternate routes, so
chat to them.
It’s a really great, fun and different vantage point from which to
take in the Cape - all you need are your camera, maybe your binocs,
and a sense of humour and adventure. Cape Sidecar Adventures
provides the rest.

Contact: https://www.sidecars.co.za; info@sidecars.co.za; +21 434 9855;
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Nature TTL Photographer of the Year 2021
‘The World is Going Upside Down’ by Thomas Vijayan
After spending a few days in Borneo, I got this frame stuck in my mind. To get this shot, I selected a tree that was in the water so that I could get a good reflection of the sky and its leaves on the tree.
The water formed a mirror, making the image look upside-down.
Then I climbed up on the tree and waited for hours. This is a regular path for the orangutans to use, so patience would surely pay off.
Nikon D850 with 8-15mm lens. 1/400th, f/4.5, ISO 5,000.
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The Nature TTL
Photographer of
the Year 2021
The results are out, and nature photographers worldwide show off their
extraordinary prowess
Edited by: Anne Schauffer
Photographs supllied

O

ver 8,000 images were entered into the Nature TTL
Photographer of the Year 2021 contest this year, and the
standard was incredibly high. As expected, whittling down the
entries to the top few, was no easy task. There were eight categories
open for participation.
Will Nicholls is the founder of Nature TTL, and a professional
wildlife photographer and television cameraman. Will has been taking
stills images since 2007, securing a number of international awards in
the process. Nowadays he works in natural history film, often filming
from height in the tree canopy. His judging team comprised Shannon
Elizabeth, Mark Carwardine, Lizzie Daly, Sam Rowley, Ross Hoddinott,
Margot Raggett, and Drew Buckly.
The Overall Winner took home a £1,500 cash prize, while the
Young Nature TTL Photographer of the Year 2021 secured a £250
camera voucher prize.
Take a look at some of these stunning images, and the story
behind them.
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Young Nature TTL Photographer of the Year 2021
‘Spoilt for Choice’ by Thomas Easterbrook
This photo was taken while we were watching a starling murmuration. This peregrine came out of nowhere to attack the murmuration and I was pleased to capture it at work!
Nikon D7500 with Nikon 18-300mm lens. 1/640th, f/6.3, ISO 800.
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Black holes are regions in space where gravity is extreme. Everything that comes too close is sucked in, and nothing can ever get
out again. Even light, traveling at 300,000 km per second, cannot escape the gravitational grip.

LANDSCAPES - Category Winner
Tree of Life’ by Jay Roode
Suspended in time; a sense of waiting pervades this valley where nothing seems to have happened for a thousand years. The shadow of an ancient Camel Thorn tree reaches out, like a blackened hand
to the delicate tracings of the Tsauchab River; yearning for the life that once was.
Canon 5D Mark III with 100-400mm lens. 1/800th, f/9, ISO 250.
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Wild portraits - Category Winner
‘Sleepy Polar Bear’ by Dennis Stogsdill
We were watching this rather photogenic polar bear for a while in Svalbard, Norway, when he climbed a ridge and decided to just rest. All the while the soft afternoon skies created the perfect backdrop
for a “sleepy bear”.
Canon 5DS R with Canon 600mm f/4 lens. 1/640th, f/7.1, ISO 160.
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Samsung was founded in 1938 - as a shop selling vegetables,
noodles and dried fish.

UNDERWATER - Category Winner
Manta Space Ship’ by Grant Thomas
Manta rays are filter feeders, sustaining their huge size by consuming large amounts of plankton and small crustaceans, like krill. The Maldives is one of the only places in the world where you can dive
with these majestic animals at night time.
For this image, I was positioned flat on the sand, watching one Manta looping around and around whilst feeding on a cloud of planktonic creatures which had gathered. After some time, the manta
drifted closer and closer to me until eventually I was able to capture this shot.
Canon 5D Mark IV with Canon 8-15mm fisheye lens. 1/50th, f/11, ISO 320.
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SMALL WORLD - Category Winner
‘Dance of the Termites’ by James Gifford
Every year after the first rains, the future kings and queens of fungus-growing termite colonies leave their nest on a nuptial flight. They lose their wings minutes later and most will fail in their quest to
start a new colony. The flight only happens for a day or two per year and its timing is dictated completely by local rainfall.
The termites from this colony were attracted to a light, but after taking several shots, I realised that I could only capture the effect of the swarm by using a slow shutter speed and gradually panning
with the flight of the insects.
As they were all moving in different directions, I had to take hundreds of shots to capture what I wanted. It was tricky focusing on composition, having to pre-focus and wait for a termite to fly into my
focal plane. Meanwhile, I had many termites crawling all over me, but it was worth it in the end.
Canon 1DX Mark II with Canon 24-70mm lens. 0.3 seconds, f/8, ISO 1,000.
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The oldest wine dates back to eight thousand years ago, in the middle of the Neolithic Age. Chemical analyses have demonstrated this
on archaeologists’ finds at the sites of Gadachrili Gora and Shulaveris Gora, 50 kilometres south of Tbilisi, Georgia.

SMALL WORLD - Highly Commended
‘Bee Wolf with Honeybee Prey’ by Simon Jenkins
The bee wolf is a solitary wasp, and predates on honeybees. In this image, you can see the wasp
carrying away its unfortunate prey.
Canon 1DX Mark II with Canon 100-400mm lens. 1/2000th, f/8, ISO 1,000.

Contact: https://www.naturettl.com/poty/nature-ttl-poty-2021-winners-gallery/

LET YOUR SIGHT SOAR...
… and discover the wild like never before
with the EOS R5 and R6.
With these revolutionary mirrorless cameras, you’ll stay one
step ahead no matter how far, fast or furtive your subject
may be.
These cameras are equipped with deep learning and artificial
intelligence for lightning-fast animal/bird auto-focus with
EYE AF, five-axis in-body image stabilisation for smooth
shots, and speed of up to 20 pics a second.
The EOS R System sets the standard for stunning images!
© Andrew Beck

For more information, visit: www.nitzschereiter.com

+264-61-231116

nitrei@iway.na

georg.nitrei@gmail.com

Live for the story_
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Wine For
Explorers
Meet the pioneers of the Agulhas Wine Triangle (AWT), established in 2019 to
showcase the wines, tourism and natural beauty of this extreme southernmost
corner of the African continent

Edited by: Anne Schauffer
Photographs by: Agulhas Wine Triangle
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The Agulhas Wine Triangle is off the beaten track but still in close
proximity to Cape Town International Airport (175 km from the airport
to Elim).
Meet the AWT members, the region’s favourite wineries, and
fabulous wines. They like to call them ‘Wine for Explorers’: Black
Oystercatcher Wines, Ghost Corner, Land’s End, Strandveld Vineyards,
The Giant Periwinkle, and Trizanne Signature Wines from the Elim wine
ward; Sijnn Wines from Malgas; Olivedale Wines from Swellendam;
Lomond from Cape Agulhas; and The Drift Estate from Napier.

t’s an extraordinary spot on the planet. Ancient soils, extreme winds,
and a raw landscape are the hallmarks of the Agulhas region, but
far from the bleakness it implies, there’s a true beauty, richness and
uniqueness to this natural landscape.
The Agulhas Wine Triangle (AWT) is a natural tourism treasure trove,
where the rich biodiversity of flora, birdlife, protected wetlands, and
great white sharks cruise the ocean. It’s unlike anywhere else. Described
as ‘raw and honest’, it’s also resilient and serene. The community who’ve
chosen this as their home, love this exceptional landscape, and equally,
love sharing this triangle with visitors. They have the best of both worlds
– nature and agriculture.
For wine growers, the climate and soil conditions combine to create
something which stands alone. The wind sweeps in from across the
ocean, and the region cools, resulting in lower yields, and a gradual
ripening of the grapes. The wines from the AWT show a very distinctive,
common theme of elegance, with concentrated flavour and depth. You’ll
taste the difference.

Black Oystercatcher – more than a family run winery, it’s a
destination. You can eat, drink and be merry - they serve superb meals
in their restaurant, prepared as the seasons dictate; and you can stay
over in the self-catering cottages overlooking the naturally extraordinary
landscape of the Agulhas Plain. Also consider popping into their tasting
room and gift shop for wines, local crafts and produce.
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The largest wine tasting ever staged was apparently when 5.095 people tasted wine together in Plaza de
Toros in Aranda de Duero on September 15, 2006. (Challenge accepted! –Ed.)

Ghost Corner – It’s in the Elim ward with its excellent growing
conditions, where winemaker David Nieuwoudt crafts his wines. The
deep lime-rich soils with plentiful slate and gravel deposits, give rise to
his Sauvignon Blanc, Wild Ferment Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon, Pinot Noir
and Bowline.
Land’s End – this is the oldest AWT brand. Ancient soils of
sandstone, quartz and broken shale lead to a unique terroir, while the
cool maritime climate and strong winds temper the vineyards to restrict
skyward growth and allow for gradual ripening of the grapes. Their
Sauvignon Blanc and Syrah wines have distinctive varietal characteristics,
with low yields delivering concentrated and complex flavours, elegance,
structure and depth, reflecting the uniqueness of the region.
Lomond – set on the Agulhas Plain, 8km from the fishing village

of Gansbaai, Lomond vineyards are planted on the slopes of the Ben
Lomond Mountain in the Uilenkraal Valley on as many as 18 different soil
types. This unique combination of geography, geology and climate results
in a terroir perfect for producing world-class wine. The TastingRoom@
Lomond overlooks the 100 ha Lomond Dam, and provides guests with
unparalleled views of the farm, vineyards and valley. Food platters are
available and include local cheese from Stonehouse, cold meats from
Richard Bosman, and trout and pâté from the dam.
Sjinn - Wine of Malgas – wonderfully described as “A beautiful
pioneering wine estate in the middle of nowhere at the end of a long,
dusty, bumpy road at the southern tip of Africa’, it’s also earned the
title of ‘a true unicon within the Cape Winelands.’ When David and Rita
Trafford visited the Malgas region in 2000 and saw the soil, they set
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Chiggeri, a restaurant in Luxembourg, had 1.746 different wines on its
wine list in 2008, all available in their wine cellar.

about finding a suitable property – they found one 15km from the sea.
Located in Malgas, it was the first growth appellation in the entire region.
Due to the low vigour and low yields from the poor soils and dry climate,
all the vines are grown as bush vines, adapting to their environment in a
natural way with, they say, “gentle help from the human hands.”
Strandveld Vineyards – a beautiful, wind-swept winery between
Elim and Cape Agulhas, 9km from the sea, Strandveld refers to the
coastal belt of land that spans the coastline around Africa’s southernmost
tip. While some may lament the fierce winds, rolling sea mists and cool
temperatures, these are the foundation for the grapes that make their
distinctive wines. Strandveld Vineyards’ wines are made from specially
selected vines in very limited quantities, crafted from only the finest
grapes which uniquely express the terroir of the Strandveld. Their First
Sighting range pays homage to the great vision that inspired Portuguese
explorers to discover a sea route to the spice-rich East.
The Drift – Overberg highlands – The focus of The Drift Estate
is beautiful in its simplicity - to craft unique, intriguing and unusually
delicious wine from a small, distinct corner of the universe. The Drift
makes wine enjoyable in youth, but capable of being enjoyed for many
decades to come. It begins with understanding and loving the land, being
sensitive to the long-term needs of the vines, and treating grapes with
the utmost respect and care in the Estate winery.

The Giant Periwinkle – Pierre Rabie considered himself a
‘winemaker’ at the tender age of nine. His friends and partners, Karen
van Helden and Robert Stelzner, were introduced to the wine when
helping him with its bottling, many years ago. The wine would later be
served at their wedding.
Pierre established The Giant Periwinkle from small beginnings
in rented spaces and hand-crafted labels, to where it is now – still a
fledgling winery but with its own cellar, vineyards and brand-new label.
The home of The Giant Periwinkle is now at South Cape Vineyards, a
small farm (previously Tolbos/Die Werf) that still needs to grow into its
new name. The farm is near Baardskeerdersbos, a stone’s throw from
Elim in the Cape Agulhas wine district.
Trizanne Signature Wines – Trizanne Barnard is an independent
winemaker focusing on creating wines from varieties she considers best
suited to their origin. This focus led her to Elim 11 years ago where, to this
day, she creates Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon and Syrah wines. Trizanne
believes these varieties thrive in the Elim soils and micro-climate,
providing beautiful, cool-climate expression of the terrain. She loves the
vastness of Elim, the raw energy of the two ocean masses that meet
here, the ancient soils and the wind’s soul, all blowing life into the
vineyards…and into her wines.

Contact: www.agulhaswinetriangle.co.za

A Great Escape
So much more than just another restaurant. For people
who still dream of truly great escape.
+264 61 232 457 | info@joesbeerhouse.com
| www.joesbeerhouse.com
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Faces And
Facets
Of Corné
Eksteen
Corné Eksteen's work is best described as the study of relationships, focusing
on specific aspects of identity. From Africa to America, his extraordinary work is
found in private collections around the world. He chatted to Michelangelo about
his life and his work, yesterday, today and tomorrow

Edited by: Anne Schauffer
Photographs by: Corné Eksteen

C

orné Eksteen’s journey to where he is today, began in a little town in
the eastern Free State: “I was raised on a dairy farm near the border
town of Ladybrand in the eastern Free State, a highlands area with
rocky sandstone outcrops and sloping hills. It was a great place to grow up!
On the one hand, there was something earthy and grounding about growing
up on a farm, while on the other hand, Ladybrand (where I was schooled
from Grade 1 to 12) was a very liberal and cosmopolitan village. Its proximity
to the Lesotho capital turned it into what can at best be described as a
‘suburb’ of Maseru, with many expats and foreign professionals opting to live
in Ladybrand while working on major Highland Water Development projects
in Lesotho. As such, from a young age, I had friends from a multitude of other
cultures. It created an interesting environment to grow up in. In ways, it was a
typical small Afrikaans Free State community, but also a microcosm of a large
cosmopolitan city.”
Corné was creative as a child, which, he says, was always encouraged…
“Until I declared in High School, that I’d make a profession of it! Both my
parents are quite creative. Mom painted and played around with all sorts of
Arts & Crafts, while dad gravitated towards music, of which he plays several
instruments. They even had a band and I have fond memories of many of
their shows and rehearsal evenings. Yet in many ways they did not consider
artistic careers for their kids, as especially at that time, the stereotype of the
starving artist was too prevalent. Funnily enough, most of my generation in
the family ended up pursuing artistic careers - two cousins who are also fulltime painters, two rock musicians, and there’s even an Opera singer. So, in
many ways, the creative thing is genetic in my family, and my parents quickly
came round to the idea, once they realised it’s a feasible professional pursuit.”
Corné laughs at the idea of a ‘big breakthrough’, one which enables him
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An impressive record belongs to the Wijnbouwers Vereniging cooperative winery (KWV), in Cape Town,
South Africa. It is the largest in the world, covering 22 hectares, and has a capacity of 121 million litres.

to make a living from art: “In many ways it was the other way round for me.
I could make art, it was more about how to sell my ideas and vision to allow
me to make a living, as opposed to a big break or realisation I could make a
living doing this. I’ve worked in other fields, but it was always about financing
my art, while figuring out how to tap into the cultural zeitgeist of the moment.
There was no big break, just slow, steady and continuous working towards
being a fulltime artist.”
Corné works in oils – he considers himself too impatient for most
other mediums. A shrug, “Oil is king. I’m a bit of a control freak. Working in
watercolour for example, would send me off my rocker, there’s just too much
‘chance’ involved with it. I want every brush stroke to turn out exactly as I
picture it in my mind.”
Corné works extremely hard, and says he’s very strict about his working
hours: “As opposed to the perception that art making is therapeutic and
relaxing, it is a job! I work six days a week for a minimum of 10 hours a day.
When my day starts might depend on factors like what time the sun rises or
sets, (I prefer working with natural light) but generally I stick to the 10 hour
rule. “
There’s another factor which plays an important role in his art. Music:
“It’s incredibly important in my life. Actually, I’m obsessed with music. I often
describe it as an extra in the movie that is my life. So, the studio is a very
noisy place. I have a big vinyl and CD collection housed in the studio. After
many years of conditioning – playing the right music, puts me in the ‘zone’
to paint instantly.”
Corné’s had several group exhibitions, but his first solo show was Skin: “It
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was a self-financed pop-up styled exhibition in an abandoned warehouse in
Woodstock. (Many years before Woodstock was cool) It consisted of 15 big
paintings installed in a very messy space and only ran for one night. It explored
ideas around skin being armour and a barrier that prevents us from really
connecting with each other. Only 150 people were invited, and each received
an invite that contained a small piece of my skin. Each of the paintings also
contained some of my skin. The skin was obtained by subjecting myself to
a serious sunburn, to the extent that I blistered. All the skin from the blisters
and peeling was used for the paintings and invite. The things I have done to
make art!”
The word ‘inspiration’ always plays out differently with artists. For Corné,
“Inspiration is normally something that happens while working, a certain
colour hit by light from an angle, the way a brushstroke reacts to other
elements on the canvas can trigger a whole new direction or series of works.
My approach to art-making is quite academic, so I read a lot about art and
try to see as much art as possible, whether in person or online. Most of my
reading is always non-fiction relating to some academic field like sociology,
psychology, technology and philosophy.”
Does this strict regime leave you with time outside of art? Any downtime?
“For me, it’s about time with family and friends, walks with the dogs, general
household maintenance (how boring it sounds)…but the real free time and
fun is reserved for travelling – we can’t wait to get on a plane again!”
corne@corneeksteen.com; www.corneeksteen.com (www.corneeksteen.co.za /
www.corneeksteen.art)

Our Purpose is to create wealth that
benefit stakeholders which inspires
trust and confidence in society.
Hangala Capital is the financial services arm of Hangala Group, established to
drive investment management activities in asset management, private equity
businesses, and white labelling offerings.
On investment management, we manage the following funds with investment
horizons ranging from short to long term investment.
•
•
•
•

Hangala Capital Money Market Fund
Hangala Capital Income Provider Fund
Hangala Capital Corporate Fund
Hangala Capital Absolute Balanced Fund

On private equity, we provides debt financing for infrastructure with specific
sector focus on: Energy; Water; ICT; Transport; Social infrastructure (healthcare &
education); Post - Harvest Agriculture.

Trophy Shapange | Managing Director
T: +264 61 402 092 E: trophy@hangalacapital.com

info@hangalacapital.com | +264 61 410 700
333 Sam Nujoma Drive, Vivo House, Klein Windhoek, Namibia
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CHOOSE TO VACCINATE.
PROTECT TOMORROW.
ONS IS SAAM

OLD MUTUAL SPONSORS N$1 MILLION TOWARDS
THE PROCUREMENT OF VACCINES IN NAMIBIA
As a responsible business that has been in operations in Namibia for the past
101 years, we are determined to do all we can to help protect our customers,
employees, communities and continent from the coronavirus.

Old Mutual therefore fully supports the voluntary vaccination programme being led by Government
of the Republic of Namibia and believes that collaboration between the public and private sectors,
is critical in achieving success.
We are working closely with the Ministry of Health and Social Services and other private sector partners
to promote and help facilitate a smooth and effective roll-out of vaccines. To this effect, Old Mutual
has sponsored N$1 million towards the procurement of vaccines through the Vaccines for Hope
coalition, an alliance of more than 50 private sector partners and individuals who are coordinating
support towards the procurement and administration of Covid-19 vaccine in our country.
Additionally, Old Mutual has launched a public awareness campaign, themed #Ons is saam which
means ‘we are in it together’. Through this campaign we aim at creating awareness and inspire
collective action to mitigate, minimise and manage Covid-19 and its effects.

OMBDS 04.2021 C3089

While we respect individuals’ freedom of choice, we encourage everyone who is eligible to get
vaccinated. The fact is we’re in it together and we all have an important role to play in helping to
reduce the severity and scale of the pandemic and start rebuilding for the future.
Covid-19 has caused significant devastation across the world, and according to experts, the virus
could be with us for some time. If we do not remain active, educated, and motivated to beat the
virus, complacency could set in. This could lead to an unnecessary spike in infections, sickness and
deaths, leaving the virus to remain a real threat to people across the continent.
Remember to wear a mask, maintain social distance and ensure proper hand hygiene.

For Covid-19 facts & updates, go to oldmutual.com.na

DO GREAT THINGS EVERY DAY
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PRESERVING THE
NATURAL WORLD
AT MIDGARD COUNTRY ESTATE

A realm of fauna and flora, Midgard
Country Estate offers visitors the chance to
delight in the surrounding natural wonders,
whilst learning how they are all connected.
With an eye on enjoyment in the present
moment and one looking to the future, the
property works diligently to celebrate and
conserve its biodiversity to ensure precious
ecosystems will continue to thrive for
generations to come.
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SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
Conscious of the rich biodiversity in and around
the estate, the Midgard team has prioritised
safeguarding this beauty and ensuring its continuity.
One of the main eco-friendly initiatives is the
garden-to-plate concept: a sustainable farming
project that sees fresh produce grown on site, being
used in Midgard’s restaurant meals. This expanding
seasonal vegetable garden comes with the potential
for educational garden tours, however, Midgard
plans to develop this concept to include indigenous
vegetation and share nutritional and medicinal
information on plant life ranging from acacias
to aloes.

SHOWIN G THE WAY
Pointing out the particulars of the terrain is Midgard
Tour Guide, Jim Gariseb, taking visitors on an
immersive journey through distinctly Namibian
territories on Midgard’s Nature Game Drives.
Visitors can encounter a variety of wildlife on these
drives including giraffes, warthogs and baboons, as
well as an array of antelope such as blue and black
wildebeest, eland and gemsbok. These expeditions
are not only an opportunity to observe these
animals, but also to learn more about their behaviour
and physiology.

When it comes to energy consumption, solar energy
has become the renewable energy of choice at
Midgard which currently operates using a 128 kWp
solar photovoltaic (PV) tracking system that follows
the sun during the day for optimal energy absorption
and power output. It is worth mentioning that no
trees were cleared to make way for these solar
systems. Another solar plant with a peak capacity of
250 kWp is under construction and once completed,
will be able to meet all of Midgard’s energy
requirements and cut carbon emissions by 80 tons
per year.

For visitors wanting to feel the crunch of the earth
under their feet and take a closer look at the
vegetation on site, Midgard maintains three hiking
trails varying in intensity and sights to see: The
Asgard trail to The Kreutz Mountain; up and down
Signal Hill and the hike around Kloof Neck.
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ON THE HORIZON
In addition to these environmentally friendly
projects, Midgard has several activities in the
pipeline to shed light on the wonderful connections
that exist in nature and our dependency on those
ecosystems. A Midgard species checklist is in
development to better document the property’s
biodiversity and provide visitors with a tool to record
their plant and wildlife sightings.

The skyward fascination need not end with
birdwatching in the daytime as Midgard also hosts
stargazing tours – another activity to enjoy nature’s
beauty and appreciate the need to protect it. Night
nature drives are an exciting new addition to the
evening agenda to give guests the opportunity to
spot nocturnal life. Midgard has so much to offer and
is continuing to evolve its offering with future plans
including camera traps to photograph more elusive
animals, such as leopards, at the site’s waterholes.

The avid birdwatcher can also look out for activities
sure to tickle their fancy with Midgard being a haven
for bird species. For those eager to learn more, a fun
and educational bird watching programme has been
specifically designed for young learners to identify
and learn more about the bird species.

For more information,
please contact us at:

T +264 61 431 8000
E Midgard.res@ol.na
W www.midgardcountryestate.com
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The majestic Chobe river is
undoubtedly a breathtaking sight
to behold. It silently, seemingly
meanders endlessly into the
horizon. The Chobe borders
Botswana and Namibia; it is
home to all sorts of fauna and
flora species. As you settle to the
subtle sounds of nature, peacefully
in a boat in the middle of such
majesty, the sunset seems a little
bit more spectacular than it would
anywhere else.

AFTER A LONG YEAR OF ANTICIPATION AND RECOVERY, THE STAGE OF NATURE HAS BEEN SET. GET A FRONT ROW SEAT TO
THE REMARKABLE NATIONAL TREASURES OF NAMIBIA. O&L LEISURE – WHERE NATURE MEETS LUXURY.

BOOK YOUR STAY NOW • E: SALES@OL.NA • T: +264 61 431 8001 • W: WWW.OL-LEISURE.COM
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Namibia Heart Center
&

Roman Catholic Hospital
are pleased to announce the opening
of our

HEART ATTACK CENTER
at

ROMAN CATHOLIC HOSPITAL
A Heart attack (myocardial infarction) is caused by sudden blockage of the coronary artery by a
blood clot. If not treated immediately it can cause damage to the heart or death. 20% of patients
who develop a heart attack die before reaching the hospital. The blocked artery must be opened
as soon as possible, in order to save the heart and life of the patient!
CORONARY ARTERY
OPENED BY BALLOON
& STENT

CORONARY
ARTERY BLOCKED

WILL PROVIDE A 24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE FOR PATIENTS WITH A SUSPECTED or CONFIRMED
HEART ATTACK.
Patients with sudden chest pains or shortness of breath should call our emergency number
at 085-911, or go directly to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.

Doctors dealing with patients with a suspected myocardial infarction should call our heart attack
coordinator at 085-911, to activate the Heart Attack Response Team. The patient should be
referred immediately to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: STATE PATIENTS WITHOUT ANY MEDICAL AID SHOULD GO DIRECTLY TO THE
EMERGENCTY UNIT at KATUTURA STATE HOSPITAL, WHERE THEY WILL RECEIVE THE INITIAL TREATMENT.

OUR TEAM IS READY
TO SAVE YOUR HEART

DM0201800315394 DS
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 Surgical results comparable with the best world heart centers
 Surgical results comparable with the best world heart centers
 Experienced surgeon in-house = safety for our patients !!
EMERGENCIES = PATIENTS WITH POSSIBLE HEART ATTACK, BLACKOUT, SEVERE ARRHYTHMIA, PALPITATIONS or BREATHLESSNESS:
Please call our emergency cardiac number 085-911 or come urgently (send your patient) to Casualty at Roman Catholic Hospital
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URGENT REFERRAL TO CARDIOLOGIST = PATIENTS TO BE SEEN or ADMITTED WITHIN A FEW DAYS
Please call our emergency cardiac number 085-911 or come urgently (send your patient) to Casualty at Roman Catholic Hospital
Please send SMS or WhatApp to 0818-764-807 with the patient name and contact number and the patient will be contacted a.s.a.p.
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Please send SMS or WhatApp to 0818-764-807 with the patient name and contact number and the patient will be contacted a.s.a.p.
ROUTINE REFERRALS or APPOINTMENTS KINDLY CALL OUR SECRETARY ON 061-246-000 or FAX THE REFRERRAL TO 061-253-635

ROUTINE REFERRALS or APPOINTMENTS KINDLY CALL OUR SECRETARY ON 061-246-000 or FAX THE REFRERRAL TO 061-253-635
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 Experienced surgeon in-house = safety for our patients !!

Sudoku
EASY

source: www.sudokuoftheday.com

MEDIUM

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Miller played by Tamzin Outhwaite (5)
4. Bless This House family (6)
9. Peter Falk detective (7)
10. Major wife in Spitting Image (5)
11. Former Surprise Surprise regular Kian (4)
12. Language used by Malcolm Tucker (7)
13. Steve McDonald's daughter (3)
14. Comic actress Miranda (4)
16. Former Downton Abbey lady's maid Braithwaite
(4)
18. Dragons' home (3)
20. Me following The Fast Show's theme music (7)
21. International winner of 1998 Eurovision Song
contest (4)
24. Kazakhstani character of Sacha Baron Cohen (5)
25. Nixon from Sex in the City (7)
26. Fawlty Towers star John (6)
27. All featuring Timothy Spall (2,3)

1. Diary of Secret Mole (6)
2. Hell's Kitchen runner-up Adele (5)
3. Dad's sitcom (4)
5. Strictly rugby player (3,5)
6. Craic Dealer Dara (7)
7. River associated with Benny Hill (6)
8. Meadow featuring in EastEnders (5)
13. Mythical Greek adventure drama (8)
15. Portwenn role for Joe Absolom (7)
17. Language spoken in countries from where
Jeremy Bowen reports (6)
18. As Time Goes By star Judi (5)
19. Pride of Britain award winner Yousafzai (6)
22. Repeated in title of Life on Mars sequel (5)
23. Patrick Robinson dancing partner Carnis (4)
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Life's about
making memories...
Namibia by Legacy

Life's about
making memories...
Namibia by Legacy

Namib desert, Swakopmund

Book YOUR unique experience with us!

Book Now.
Now
Phone:
|| Fax:
+264
Phone: +264
+264 (0)
(0) 64
64 410
410 5200
5200 Book
Fax:
+264 (0)
(0) 64
64 410
410 5360/1
5360/1
Phone: +264
(0) 61 205 5911 | Fax: +264 (0) 61 205 5205
Email:
Email: swakres@legacyhotels.co.za
swakres@legacyhotels.co.za
Email: windhoek@legacyhotels.co.za

Book Now
Book Now.
Phone: +264
+264 (0)
(0) 61
61 205
205 5911
5911 || Fax:
Fax: +264
+264 (0)
(0) 61 205
205 5205
5205
Phone:
Phone: +264 (0) 64 410 5200
| Fax:61
+264 (0)
64 410 5360/1
Email:
windhoek@legacyhotels.co.za
Email: windhoek@legacyhotels.co.za
Email: swakres@legacyhotels.co.za

Applicable to
to SADC
SADC residents
residents only.
Applicable
only. T’s
T’s and
and c’s
c’s apply
apply

www.LegacyHotels.com
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Relax | Refresh | Refuel

SCAN & SAVE UP
TO 15% ONLINE

Whatever airline you fly and whatever class of ticket you hold,
our Bidvest Lounges are the oasis of comfort, relaxation and
pleasure for you at the airport.

bidvestlounge@bidair.co.za | www.bidvestlounge.co.za
@BidvestLounge

#BidvestLounge
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#BidvestPremierLounge
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